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Title: Maynilad Water Services, Inc., et al. v. National Water Resources Board, et al.

Facts:
The case involved consolidated petitions challenging various aspects of the operations and
regulatory  framework  governing  Maynilad  Water  Services,  Inc.  (Maynilad)  and  Manila
Water Company, Inc. (Manila Water), specifically their classification as public utilities, the
legality of the Concession Agreements entered into by the Metropolitan Waterworks and
Sewerage System (MWSS) with Maynilad and Manila Water, the inclusion of corporate
income taxes in tariff rates, and the application of a 12% rate of return cap under Republic
Act No. 6234. The petitions questioned the jurisdiction of the National Water Resources
Board (NWRB) over water rates, the validity and execution of the Concession Agreements,
and the propriety of certain arbitration awards.

The procedural history leading to the Supreme Court involved multiple parties filing several
petitions and complaints in various fora, including the NWRB, the Court of Appeals, and
ultimately,  the  Supreme  Court.  The  petitions  raised  both  questions  of  law  and  fact,
specifically on the issues of whether Maynilad and Manila Water are considered public
utilities, whether their concession agreements with the MWSS were valid, and whether the
arbitration clause in the concession agreements was proper.

Issues:
1. Whether Maynilad and Manila Water are public utilities subject to the 12% rate of return
cap under Republic Act No. 6234.
2. The legality and constitutional validity of the Concession Agreements between the MWSS
and Maynilad/Manila Water.
3. The inclusion of corporate income taxes in the water tariff rates.
4. The applicability and jurisdiction of the NWRB over disputes relating to the water rates
established under the Concession Agreements.
5. The validity of arbitral awards in disputes between MWSS and the concessionaires.

Court’s Decision:
The Supreme Court upheld the validity of the Concession Agreements between the MWSS
and the concessionaires, stating that the agreements did not unduly delegate sovereign
powers. The Court recognized the necessity of private sector participation in public utilities
under  certain  regulatory  frameworks and did  not  find the concessionaires’  practice  of
including corporate income taxes in tariff rates as unlawful under the specific provisions of
their agreements with MWSS. However, it underscored the necessity of regulatory oversight
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and adherence to legal standards, including the 12% rate of return cap under Republic Act
No. 6234, subject to proper determination of the concessionaires’ public utility status and
applicable laws and regulations.

Doctrine:
This case reiterates the doctrine that private sector participation in the operation of public
utilities must be accompanied by strict regulatory oversight to protect public interest. It also
clarifies the scope of regulatory jurisdiction of bodies like the NWRB over entities operating
under  concession  agreements  in  the  water  sector.  Furthermore,  it  establishes  that
concession agreements allowing the private sector to undertake traditionally public utility
functions  do  not  constitute  undue  delegation  of  sovereign  powers,  provided  such
agreements  are  within  the  bounds  of  law  and  subject  to  regulatory  oversight.

Class Notes:
1. Public Utilities: Entities providing necessities to the public under a government-granted
monopoly, subject to special governmental regulation, including rate setting.
2.  Concession Agreements:  Contracts between a government body and a private entity
allowing the latter to operate and manage a public utility for a specified period, subject to
regulatory oversight and compliance with laws.
3. Republic Act No. 6234: Mandates a 12% rate of return cap on public utilities to protect
consumers from exorbitant charges.
4. Role of NWRB: As the successor of the Public Service Commission concerning water
resources,  the  NWRB  exercises  jurisdiction  over  disputes  related  to  water  rates  and
services.

Historical Background:
The case underscores the complexities involved in public-private partnerships in providing
public utilities like water services. It highlights the tension between the need for private
sector efficiency and capital in managing public utilities and the necessity of safeguarding
public interest through regulation, especially in sectors vital to public welfare. The evolving
legal  and regulatory  framework,  including the  National  Water  Crisis  Act  of  1995 and
subsequent executive orders facilitating private participation, reflects government efforts to
address  infrastructure  challenges  while  ensuring  public  utilities’  operation  remains
consistent  with  public  service  principles.


